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                 Hey All ...  A Beautiful Tuesday ....  

             WunderGround 10-Day still calling for 10 of 10 Days with 

SunShine....  
Average Hi-Temps=82*F....Average-Early-Morning-Low-Temps=60*F.   
There's still almost Zero -0- Precip showing. 
 

**** And....  Not so Beautiful....  The Craziness protruding from the 

WackJob now occupying our Governor's Mansion in Lansing...  With all the 
NonSensical-Crap she keeps rollin out ....Not Beautiful.  
Now she is ordering all AgWorkers to be Tested for the WuhanChina-19-
Virus. All the Harvest workers...Everybody...  and if one tests positive the 
entire Crew has to be quarantined for 2 weeks...???!!!!!  
         I am Soooo Glad we did that Petition-Signing-Gig last week at the Fun-
Deals-Days at the Warehouse....  We got lots of Signatures to stop this 
MachoManiac in Lansing... 
 

**** Please Know that the New Label on the '''SaniDate 5.0''' now has 

a Broad-Coverage for the WuhanChina-19-VirusCrap... 
    Just do 2 oz-per-5 gal.Back-Pack...  This is for around Farm Markets and 
Equipment---Packing House---Etc... 
-----Not to be confused with it's brother '''OxiDate 5.0''' that we use in the 
Orchards at 2 Qts-per-100 Ga. 
 
**** Apples are Sizing Reeeaally Well....  I especially like to watch 
those Blocks where the Grower has '''Stopped the Bleeding'''....   Now doing 
only the Redox Strategy....and Enjoying superb Results. 
         These Guys are doing no more Hi-Cal-Lime-Bulk-Spreaders....   No 
more Bulk-Dry-Blended-Granular-N-P-K-+Micros...  They are doing only 
what the Crop really wants and needs.  
         Some Guys that struggle trying to get their head around how this can 
be, have asked...'''How long before that 'reserve' in that Soil-Matrix runs 
out..??'''  Here's the thing...Some of that 'reserve' is like rock...like granite... 
Some Experts say 300 years for even a little of that to be available...??   
And ....that HiCal Lime....those little white-hard-chunks-LimeStone that you 
see...???  Those take even longer. The only reason those are in there is so 
they can get the Lime-Product all out of the Hull of the Ship... If it weren't for 
those little hard chunks, that HiCal would set- up like Cement in the bottom 
of the Freighter...   My apologies to All Ya's I used to sell the HiCal to 20 - 50 
Years back...???  I did not know all the Facts. Now you know the ''Rest of the 
Story''...   
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    I have heard from Nobody...  I have heard of NoOne...that regrets 
having '''Stopped the Bleeding''' ... 
.... So Far ...  To Date.... All are 100% Happy with the 
phenomenal results they get with the Redox Strategy...   Even where 
there is no Irrigation...Beautiful... 
 
**** A Grower Fave just reminded me that he has never received any 

new Apple Trees from '''Wafler Nursery'''--Walcott N.Y..... that ever 
had any Fire Blight in them....   while he has received very seriously bad 

F.Blight in Trees from the PNW 2 out-of-3 shipments !!!!!.....   
When you ask the Wafler Guys about the F.Blight....They just say...''Ya 

gotta use MagnaBon''  ....            Some of our N.Y.Pals always call our 

Fave '''005''' by the Manufacturers Name... MagnaBon...  That's 

Frankie and Veronica Miele and Family....    a Family owned 
Manufacturing Facility--Okeechobee Florida...  a Mon & Pop....  kinda 
like Reisters Grower Services....  and now we praise our Great God for 
the '''Exit-Strategy''' He has orchestrated for Linda & I...with Deanna & 
Matthew & Alicia & Nancy doing such a great job of handling 
everything so well !!!! 
   .....  God Bless America !!!! 
 
Warmest Regards.... 
          Locked & Loaded... 
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